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between groups, country or

other entity where there is a

mismatch in the combat

power of the opposing forces.

This also results in the adoption of signifi-

cantly unconventional strategy or tactics

by the weaker force or who does not have

conventional combat power. Such tactics

are adopted to compensate for the defi-

ciency in its combat power. There is all pos-

sibility that an overlap will exist between

the conventional warfare and asymmetrical

warfare during the conflict. This term is

also used to define guerrilla warfare, insur-

gency and terrorism which are primarily

armed conflict between conventional mili-

tary forces and an informal, poorly-

equipped opponent who adopts suitable

tactics to overcome his weaknesses. There

is a view that asymmetric warfare is a com-

ponent of fourth generation warfare. It

becomes terrorism when it is carried out

without adhering to any customary or law-

ful rules of engagement as seen amply in

Iraq, Afghanistan, India, and in many other

parts of the world. The term ‘asymmetric’

was first used by Andrew J.r. mack  in an

article “Why Big Nations Lose Small Wars”

written by him in 1975 where he wrote

about the mismatch between economic,

technological and military power of oppo-

nents in a conflict. However, not much

thought was given to this term till the end

of the cold War when the academics

started talking about it. end of 1990s saw

the emergence of ab initio research on the

subject. Since 2004  the US started facing

such a situation in various parts of the

world including Iraq and Afghanistan, and

its military and academic thinkers started

applying their mind to it. This resulted in

many shades of interpretation. However,

two constant factors remain i.e. war fight-

ing is unconventional and the weak is pit-

ted against the strong. It has also emerged

that finally the weak come out successfully.

examples of the US in Vietnam, Israelis

against some Palestine organisations and

erstwhile Soviet Union in Afghanistan are

there. This is despite the fact that these

countries had immense edge in economic

and military power. Use of asymmetric tac-

tics such as small, fast moving, hard hitting

teams which needed negligible logistic sup-
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Subsurface Combat 
Technologies
the importance of a credible and potent sub-

surface capability across the spectrum of

conflict can neither be ignored nor delayed. 

Commander (Retd) A.J. Singh
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Making Warships Indigenously
the indigenous aircraft carrier, formerly

known as air defence ship, under construc-

tion at the cochin shipyard Limited, is sched-

uled to be launched by December this year,

as 75 per cent of hull work has been com-

pleted. the ship is expected to be commis-

sioned by the end of 2013.
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Seeking New Horizons
oto Melara’s 76/62 gun is in service with

more than 50 navies of the world including

the Indian Navy. Lt General (Retd) Naresh Chand

reports from Italy about the company’s path-

breaking technologies in ammunition. 
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Replenishment at Sea
the only indigenously constructed fleet

tanker was commissioned as INs Aditya

towards the early 2000. this was the first

time when the two fleets had the luxury of a

tanker of their own. INs Jyoti and INs Aditya

took turns to cross over to the two fleets,

depending upon their operational availability.
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Sino-Indian Cooperation
Global maritime security is in considerable dis-

order. the solution lies across the board coop-

eration particularly by all states having

maritime frontiers. the required initiatives

should be spearheaded by countries like India,

china and Japan that depend heavily on the

seas for trade and energy requirements. 
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The Gulf War of 1991 and the 2003 invasion of Iraq by the US-led coalition forces 

reinforced the doctrine that superior combat power can provide victory in conventional

warfare but was not much of a use once the scenario shifted to asymmetric warfare

phase. Starting as a tool for revolt of the weak against the strong, asymmetric warfare

has come to stay and with ingenuity can be applied to any dimension of warfare 

including sea and air.

The sun sets over aircraft on the flight deck 
of the Nimitz class nuclear powered aircraft carrier

USS Harry S. Truman in the Persian Gulf



port; cross-border sniping; hit-and-run

raids; rocket attacks, use of improvised

explosive devices and suicide bombing,

made up for the lack of superior combat

edge. The Persian Gulf War of 1991 and the

2003 invasion of Iraq by the US-led coali-

tion forces reinforced the doctrine that

superior combat power can provide victory

in conventional warfare but was not much

of a use once the scenario shifted to asym-

metric warfare phase. Starting as a tool for

revolt of the weak against the strong, asym-

metric warfare has come to stay and with

ingenuity can be applied to any dimension

of warfare including sea and air.

Naval Asymmetric Warfare
The Navy has to be prepared for irregular

threats by being able to identify them as

they may be operating in the nebulous

shadow of the complex environment of local

intra or inter regional, caste, religious and

civilisational conflicts. Use of cyber space

has added another dimension to asymmet-

rical warfare as seen in the recent conflicts

in North Africa and the middle east. It

includes the struggle among state and non-

state actors for achieving power and legiti-

macy over the effected population. In such

a situation, adoption of indirect and asym-

metric approach becomes necessary to com-

pensate for ones weaknesses. Littoral

warfare plays a major role in this aspect.

Naval planning will also have to include

decentralised small units operating with

minimum logistic support, move swiftly to

deliver a hard punch and disappear under

the cover of stealth. Technology is also

required to neutralise the twin threat of peo-

ple hiding behind the local population and

the threat from improvised explosive

devices (IeD). The aspect of cyber space will

have to be taken care of and the sensitivities

of local population and their socio-cultural

environment will also form part of the asym-

metric warfare matrix. The requirement will

be to acquire skills, organisations and tech-

nologies to counter asymmetrical warfare. 

Maritime Domain Awareness 
This is an important aspect for threat antic-

ipation and evaluation where a target could

be located, identified and tracked under or

over water with a network of effective sen-

sors in the area of interest. The maritime

domain in its entirety includes blue waters,

littorals and riverine areas. The success of

the naval forces will heavily depend upon

the situational awareness in the maritime

domain but becomes a bit tricky when the

adversaries are widely dispersed small units

which are elusive, employ irregular tactics

and have a better grasp of the environment.

They also have the initiative as in most of

the situations they have surprise on their

side. The other aspect of domain awareness

is the development of signals intelligence

(SIGINT) capability to understand human

activity, characterisation of acoustic signa-

tures and identification of entities and

events via electromagnetic signatures. It will

be quite a challenge due to the chaos, disor-

der, uncertainty and complexity of the irreg-

ular warfare environment.

US Navy and Asymmetrical Warfare
Terrorist organisations like Al-Qaeda have

been carrying out asymmetric wars which

includes recruitment, training, selection of

targets and funding. The suicide attack on

US Navy’s destroyer USS cole on October 12,

2000, while it was refuelling in the yemeni

port of Aden, resulted in the death of 17 US

Navy sailors and injuries to 39 apart from

damage to the destroyer. This was the dead-

liest attack since 1987 when on may 17,

1987, an Iraqi attack aircraft fired two exo-

cet missiles, killing 37 US Navy sailors and

wounding 21 others aboard USS Stark. Later

Iraq apologised, stating that it was due to

the pilot’s error. The then President Bill clin-

ton stated, “If, as it now appears, this was an

act of terrorism, it was a despicable and cow-

ardly act. We will find out who was respon-

sible and hold them accountable.” The

attack on USS cole signaled the arrival of the

asymmetric threat in the maritime domain

and triggered introspection by the US Navy

for setting up instruments for anti-terrorism

and force protection methods. The centre

for Asymmetric Warfare (cAW) was estab-

lished in 1999 which was a navy entity

whose objectives were to support military

forces, as well as other government organi-

sations in countering and controlling the

effects of asymmetric warfare. It also pro-

vided support on US’ Global War on Terror-

ism. The US Navy also stepped up random

anti-terrorism measures which were aimed

to make the task of a terrorist more diffi-

cult. As a follow up, the US Navy also started

an anti-terrorism and force protection war-

fare centre at Naval Amphibious Base (NAB)

Little creek during November 2001 then in

2004 consolidated all the forces deployed

for anti-terrorism and force protection

under a single new established maritime

force Protection command (mArfPcOm)  at

NAB. It included the existing organisations

i.e. the mobile Security forces, Naval coastal

Warfare, explosive Ordnance Disposal

(eOD), and expeditionary mobile Diving and

Salvage forces.

The US Navy has been taking measures

like placing more machine guns and 25-mil-

limetre gyro-stabilised guns on the decks of

warships, have modified the five-inch gun to

make it more capable of dealing with high-

speed boats. It has also improved the sensor

suit of the Aegis computer-integrated com-

bat system aboard destroyers and cruisers.

The US Navy has been working on the lit-

toral combat concept and a couple of littoral

combat ships which would provide protec-

tion against swarm attacks, have joined the

fleet. But it would take some time before

adequate numbers are ready. The US Navy

is still a conventional blue-water force

organised and equipped to rule the oceans

with its superior force levels and technology

but it has to gear for fighting a close-in,

dirty war in narrow coastal waters.

Iran and Asymmetrical Warfare
The Persian Gulf is an extension of the

Indian Ocean located between Iran and the

Arabian Peninsula. Its length is 989 kilome-

tres, with Iran covering most of the northern

coast and Saudi Arabia most of the southern

coast. The Persian Gulf is about 56 kilome-

tres wide in the Strait of Hormuz. The Per-

sian Gulf and its coastal areas are the

world’s largest single source of crude oil and

related industries. Large gas finds have also

been made with Qatar and Iran sharing a

giant field across the territorial median line.

The Persian Gulf was the focus of the 1980-

1988 Iran-Iraq War, in which each side

attacked the other’s oil tankers. In 1991, the

Persian Gulf again was the background for

the ‘Gulf War’ when Iraq invaded Kuwait.

Iran feels threatened from the US for its

likely attack on its nuclear reactors and also

from within the region due to conflict of

interest. Iran has already undergone a pro-

tracted war with Iraq in the past. Iran has

analysed that the narrow waters of the Per-

sian Gulf  leaves very little room for manoeu-

vre of large naval battle groups and with
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India’s submarine force is going down at an

alarming rate. As analysed in one of the earlier

issues, the average yearly force level during the

period 2011 to 2017 will be between six to eight

platforms. This is assuming that all refit sched-

ules are met by the respective yards. So it is

necessary to focus on the 30-year Submarine

Perspective Plan of the Indian Navy which

needs to be kept on track. The lead article on

submarines gives an overview of the relevance

of submarines in the present and future maritime

scenario. Lt General (Retd) Naresh Chand, Sen-

ior Technical Group Editor, SP’s Naval Forces,

was invited by Oto Melara to visit their factory at

La Spezia, Italy, to see the revolutionary devel-

opments taking place on the 76mm, 127mm and

155mm ammunition, details of which are given

in a brief article. 

The issue also has an article reviewing all

the shipyards dealing with construction of ships

and vessels for the Indian Navy and the Coast

Guard; and the situation seems to be very much

under control. The fourth generation warfare or

asymmetrical warfare defines the current battle-

field environment which can be applied to land,

sea and air. Iran has analysed that the narrow

waters of the Persian Gulf leaves very little room

for manoeuvre of large naval battle groups and

with some innovative thinking, it can virtually

throttle the region with a fraction of the low tech-

nology naval power. It has thus evolved a com-

prehensive doctrine of asymmetric warfare and

thus it was felt that an article on the subject

would be topical. Then there is the article on

naval tankers and how the navy carries out refu-

elling and logistic support during operations

while at sea. The issue ends with the usual

News Digest to keep you abreast of the latest

events in the maritime industry. So “anchors

aweigh” and happy reading.

Jayant BaranwaL

Publisher & Editor-in-Chief
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Asymmetric warfare is war

between groups, country or

other entity where there is a

mismatch in the combat

power of the opposing forces

Continued on page 8

US Navy patrol boat in the Persian
Gulf: (below) Small craft suspected to
be from the Islamic Republic of Iran
Revolutionary Guard Navy (IRGCN)

PhotograPhS: US Navy
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T
He SUBSUrfAce DImeNSION IS a

vital element in any nation’s mar-

itime security and the lack of

credible subsurface capability is

critical for national security. In

the contemporary global security context

where the spectrum of conflict has widened

from the strategic at the higher end to low

intensity conflict by non-state actors at the

lower end, subsurface capability includes a

range of options from strategic ballistic mis-

sile submarines on one end to swimmer

delivery vehicles, diver detection sonars and

even underwater nets and booms near ships

in harbour on the other. However, sub-

marines are the most potent and most visi-

ble instruments in a nation’s subsurface and

indeed overall naval capability.

In the last 100 years or so, subsurface

technology and submarine warfare has come

a long way from the days when a British

Admiral called it “underhand, unfair and

damned un-english” and wanted to “treat all

submariners as pirates…and hang all

crews”. In fact, it is perhaps the submarine

more than any other military platform that

has influenced the outcome of all major con-

flicts of the 20th century. The indications so

far in this millennium show no signs of this

influence diminishing.

Historical Perspective
Submarines played an important role in the

first World War though the limitations of

technology considerably restricted their

undersea combat capability. Submarines

were used in the Second World War and

German U-boats became a legend. They

were perhaps the single most effective

weapon platform which shaped the course

of the war.

The cold War which ‘raged’ for over

four decades by the cat and mouse games

played out beneath the waves by the

nuclear submarines of the two major pro-

tagonists. Armed with enough firepower to

annihilate the entire world several times

over, nuclear powered ballistic missile sub-

marines (SSBN) became not only the most

potent element of the nuclear triad but also

the most preferred platform for an effective

second strike capability. However, the end

of the cold war notwithstanding, the rele-

vance of submarines as the ultimate

weapon of deterrence did not diminish.

The cataclysmic events of 9/11 her-

alded the arrival of the new millennium in

a dramatic fashion. The ‘global war on ter-

ror’ that followed led to a paradigm shift in

the global and regional security calculus in

the post-cold War era. Naval operations,

and in particular anti-submarine warfare,

which had appeared to be losing relevance

in the immediate post-cold War period,

suddenly found pitch forked back into the

limelight although in a somewhat different

context. from the open ocean cold war sce-

nario, the focus shifted to the littoral. Shal-

low water anti-submarine warfare (ASW)

began to get the attention of the military

Subsurface

Combat Technologies
The maritime security scenario in the littoral regions and the increase in low-intensity conflicts have added to the

responses required to counter the entire range of threats including sabotage, piracy and targeting of economic assets.

The importance of a credible and potent subsurface capability across the spectrum of conflict therefore can neither be

ignored nor delayed. 

PhotograPh: US Navy

Attack submarine USS Annapolis (SSN 760) 
participating in Ice Exercise (ICEX) 2009 in
the Arctic Ocean
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planner. conventional submarines, tradi-

tionally smaller and quieter and with oper-

ational limitations compared to their

nuclear counterparts also regained promi-

nence. countries such as the US, UK and

france which had done away with diesel

submarines (Admiral Hyman rickover con-

sidered the father of nuclear submarines,

had contemptuously dismissed these as

submersibles) realised the importance of

conventional submarines in restricted and

shallow water operations. They sought to

regain the diminishing art (or science) of

ASW by seeking to exercise with navies that

operated conventional submarines.

At present, there are more than 40

navies operating submarines. Of these, the

big five at the top table of the UN have a

nuclear submarine based deterrence capa-

bility. India is on the cusp of operationalis-

ing this capability. Submarines, nuclear or

conventional, are expensive to build and

equally expensive to maintain. Therefore,

only those countries, with a security imper-

ative necessitating the sizeable investment

essential, develop a credible submarine

capability. The fact that more than 40

choose to do so underlines their impor-

tance. In the last decade or so, there has

been proliferation of submarines in the

Indian Ocean/Asia Pacific region as there is

no doubt that this region is going to be the

focus of the world in the 21st century. even

countries without the wherewithal to oper-

ate submarines are considering cheaper

though effective alternatives for a limited

subsurface capability by deploying midget

submarines, swimmer delivery vehicles,

remotely-operated vehicles, unmanned

underwater vehicles, sonars and surveil-

lance devices, etc.

There are various types of submarines

designed to address a specific or a range of

specific threats. Advancement in technology

has ensured that the sea-based leg of the

triad is the most effective. The ability of

SSBNs to travel several hundred kilometres

in a day and their unlimited endurance gives

them the advantage of mobility, stealth and

surprise while making them relatively invul-

nerable to retaliatory attack. coupled with

their power projection capability, are the

preferred instrument of strategic deterrence.

The UK’s justification to develop their next

class of SSBN is based on this argument. 

The belief that with the end of the cold

War, the importance of the SSBN would

diminish has largely been laid to rest as the

world becomes an increasingly dangerous

place to live in. While the numbers have

reduced (though still sufficient to destroy

the world), their relevance has increased.

This is borne out by the fact that despite

the drastic cuts in defence spending in the

post-cold War era and further pruned by

the global financial downturn, all the big

five powers are continuing with their strate-

gic submarine programmes—all five are in

various stages of planning the replacement

of their current SSBNs.

The undersea brinkmanship during the

cold War which exemplified the cold War

itself, brought to the fore, the nuclear pow-

ered attack submarine also called the SSN.

Smaller than the SSBN, and therefore faster,

quieter and more agile, these submarines

were deployed to shadow the SSBNs of the

enemy. Declassified accounts of incidents

between the US and Soviet submarines are

now making their way into print and some

of these are even more hair raising than the

‘romanticised’ techno thrillers by authors

like Tom clancy, Larry Bond and Patrick

robinson. The SSN is perhaps the most

potent platform in the maritime battlespace.

In the current conflict scenario with littoral

warfare being the buzzword and support of

land forces being a major naval role, SSNs

have more than proved their worth with the

ability to launch precision land-attack mis-

siles from distant ranges and thus pulveris-

ing the enemy even before the land assault

begins. The successful bombardment of

Afghanistan by the Tomahawk land-attack

missile fired by US SSNs prior to the land

forces initiative in Afghanistan is a case in

point. robust SSN programmes are under

way in all the major navies.

conventional submarines, or SSKs as

they are known, remain the preferred choice

of most navies either due to security imper-

atives, cost or technology absorption capa-

bility. Notwithstanding the fact that

submarines are expensive to operate, their

inherent advantages of lethal firepower,

stealth and mobility in restricted and shal-

low waters, enables them to punch far above

their weight against heavyweight adver-

saries. They are the preferred choice for ‘sea

denial’ or denying the enemy the use of the

sea vis-a-vis sea control which is the endeav-

our of larger navies against a weaker adver-

sary. modern technology has effectively

addressed their inherent limitations of lim-

ited endurance, limited speed and the con-

sequent lack of ability to manoeuvre to

engage the enemy within the range of its

weapons. modern technology has effectively

addressed these limitations. The advent of

air independent propulsion and the tube

launched missile has greatly enhanced their

operational effectiveness in the littoral. The

importance of conventional submarines in a

nation’s maritime and military equation can

never be underestimated which is evident in

the number of recent entrants to the club of

submarine operating navies. 

Globally, there are currently five major

yards designing and building conventional

submarines. The thriving submarine market

has resulted in all these shipyards getting a

fairly equitable share of the pie. These are

Thyssen marine which includes HDW of

Germany and Kockums of Sweden. The for-

mer builds the Type 205, 206, 209, 212 and

214. The latter has developed the A26.

DcNS, a state-owned french company

builds both nuclear submarines (for the

french Navy) and conventional submarines

for export. They are currently building the

Scorpene and have earlier delivered the

Agosta 90B to Pakistan. Navantia of Spain

is working on the S80 class. rubin Design

Bureau of russia is developing the Amur

class which is available for export. 

The fundamental shift in the 21st cen-

tury conflict scenario has led to the emer-

gence of numerous state-sponsored and

non-state actors waging a low intensity

conflict which also includes maritime low-

intensity operations. This has enhanced the

need for effective coastal surveillance right

up to the shoreline. While smaller conven-

tional submarines are very effective plat-

forms in shallow water operations, they

operate best with some water below their

keel. Similarly, in vulnerable narrow water

ways which need patrolling to protect eco-

nomic or military assets, conventional sub-

marines or SSNs are not the most effective

platforms. There is an emerging recogni-

tion of the effectiveness of midget sub-

marines in such areas. modern midget

submarines can transit up to 1,600 kilome-

tres and even though their weapon comple-

ment is limited, they can be aggressive

using stealth to advantage in a limited

engagement. They can also be multi-tasked

to carry out reconnaissance and land Spe-

cial forces in hostile territory and mis-

sions, which render a normal submarine

very vulnerable when approaching a well

defended coastline. Similarly, they can also

be deployed in a defensive posture to

thwart any bid by the enemy to penetrate

one’s defences from seaward. 

As in the air, unmanned underwater

vehicles (UUV) are also finding favour with

navies. These can be tasked with a multi-

tude of underwater tasks ranging from

recording the temperature profile (bathy

measurement) to mine hunting, to recon-

naissance and at the higher end to be

armed and capable of delivering a weapon.

The increasing use of underwater remotely

operated vehicles (rOVs), another form of

a UUV to undertake mine hunting, is mak-

ing the traditional mcm vessel redundant.

The royal Navy, in its future plans, may do

away with replacement of their current

minesweepers and will operate rOVs from

patrol vessels to accomplish the task. How-

ever, in a scenario where the threat extends

right up to the coastline as in India’s case,

the redundancy of the specialised mine

countermeasures vessel is debatable.

The Indian Scenario
The Indian Navy has been operating sub-

marines for over 40 years and is about to

operationalise a strategic deterrent in the

 near future. Strategic attack and conven-

tional submarines are a part of the future

plans. The geostrategic and geopolitical

security imperatives facing India which have

been eloquently articulated in the maritime

doctrine and the maritime strategy docu-

ments necessitates a potent subsurface

capability across the entire range of possible

threats. more attention therefore needs to be

paid to the lower end of subsurface capabil-

ity with the increased vulnerability of our

7,516-km coastline, so cruelly exposed on

the fateful night of November 26, 2008. even

though three years have passed, credible

coastal security architecture is yet to be put

in place. We have considerable offshore

assets which are vulnerable and need to be

safe from attack. The island territories on

both coasts are strategic assets which need

to be vigorously defended if they ever come

under threat. The spectre of maritime terror-

ism is a reality and we have to be particularly

vigilant for obvious reasons. The increasing

incidents of piracy should also not be seen

in isolation but as a part of the larger design.

more than $400 million have already been

paid as ransom despite the presence of over

10 warships at any given time, employed

solely on anti-piracy duties. India must lever-

age its technological prowess to develop the

means to counter the low intensity threat.

This should include midget submarines

which can be used to protect some of our

offshore assets, important SBms and carry

out reconnaissance. Utilisation of rOVs and

autonomous underwater vehicles to enhance

our subsurface footprint along the coast

must get due attention. mines in our context

are a real threat in a limited engagement sce-

nario. So we should have adequate capability

to ensure the safety of our shipping, both

commercial and military.

The proliferation of submarines amongst

the navies of the Indian Ocean region and

the Asia Pacific undermines the importance

given to ASW in this region. The protection

of one’s sea lanes, shallow water approaches

and maritime borders (including the eeZ)

have become increasingly important.

For Effective Sea Denial
Submarines have and will continue to be

vital to a nation’s security at every level of

conflict. The increasing aspiration of navies

to either modernise or establish a subma-

rine force is evidence of the importance

attached to this extremely potent weapon

platform of offence as well as defence.

Strategic deterrence, which is so vital for

global security given the global potential

for destruction is best affected through

submarines. The ability to transit unlimited

distances at high speeds have given large

fleets an added ASW as well as land attack

capability through attack submarines or

SSNs which provide the offensive edge as

witnessed in the recent times. 

conventional submarines in a littoral sce-

nario have the inherent submarine attributes

of mobility, stealth and firepower, which give

them a disproportionate advantage over sur-

face forces and makes them the ideal tool for

effective sea denial. The recent trend towards

asymmetric warfare and low-intensity mar-

itime operations have led to undersea plat-

forms being developed to counter this threat.

Technological developments in the subsurface

domain are further enhancing their capability.

The prevailing maritime security scenario in

the littoral regions and the increase in low-

intensity conflicts have added to the

responses required to counter the entire range

of threats including sabotage, piracy and tar-

geting of economic assets. The importance of

a credible and potent subsurface capability

across the spectrum of conflict therefore can

neither be ignored nor delayed.

The author is a former Principal Director of

Submarine Operations at Naval HQs

Despite the drastic cuts in

defence spending in the post

Cold War era and further

pruned by the global financial

downturn, all the big five

powers are continuing with

their strategic submarine 

programmes

It is the submarine more than

any other military platform

that has influenced the out-

come of all major conflicts in

the 20th century

PhotograPh: aCo Nato

The Turkish Submarine TCG I. Inonu and the German Submarine FGS U-34 moored
at Augusta, Sicily, Italy at the beginning of exercise Noble Manta 09
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question raised in the recently

concluded session of the Lok

Sabha, Defence minister A.K.

Antony provided a comprehen-

sive overview of the indigenous warship

building projects. He stated that the indige-

nous aircraft carrier, formerly known as air

defence ship, under construction at the

cochin Shipyard Limited (cSL), is scheduled

to be launched by December this year, as 75

per cent of hull work has been completed.

Additional work on outfitting, installation,

setting to work, testing-tuning, etc of sys-

tems and equipment would be progressed

post-launching, and the ship is expected to

be commissioned by the end of 2013.

commenting upon the availability of

indigenous substitutes, he said, now Indian-

manufactured superior grades of warship

quality steel conforming to stringent speci-

fications is available within the country,

which will reduce our dependence on for-

eign countries. He further added that with

the increasing infrastructure, skill-sets and

experience, indigenous aircraft carrier sized

ships can be built at cSL.

Giving an overview of the warship build-

ing projects, he said that the major indige-

nous warship building projects of the Navy

running behind schedule are; Project-15A,

Project-17 and Project-28. The cost escala-

tion in these projects has been about 225

per cent for Project-15A, about 260 per cent

for Project-17 and about 157 per cent for

Project-28.

The main reasons contributing towards

cost escalations of P-15A are delay in sup-

ply of warship building quality steel by 

russia, escalation due to increase in expen-

diture towards services of russian Special-

ists on account of inflation during the build

period, impact of wage revision due from

October 2003 and finalisation of cost of

weapons and sensors.

The main reasons contributing to cost

escalations for P-17 are delay in supply of

quality steel for warship-building by russia;

delay in acquisition of weapon equipment

from russia; and delay in finalisation of

propulsion equipment in view of complex

combined diesel and gas (cODAG) arrange-
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Making Warships

Indigenously
The indigenous aircraft carrier, formerly known as air defence ship, under construction at the cochin Shipyard Limited,

is scheduled to be launched by December this year, as 75 per cent of hull work has been completed. The ship is

expected to be commissioned by the end of 2013.
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ments introduced for the first time in the

stealth frigates. In addition, air-condition-

ing system for this project was procured

from york marine Systems, UK, which has

been functioning satisfactorily on the first

two ships of P-17. However, in case of Proj-

ect-28, it was tendered on competitive basis

and the order was placed on york India Ltd.

for P-28, Navy was using D40S/B-quality

high tensile strength steel for construction

of warships. However, due to high cost of

import, indigenously developed Dmr 249A

steel was decided to be used on P-28 ships.

There was however delay in the develop-

ment of indigenous steel and associated

complexities related to development of new

weld consumables and welding techniques.

The delay in identification of suitable

propulsion package to meet the stealth

requirement of ships and delay in develop-

ment of indigenous weapons and sensors

also resulted in cost escalation.

He informed the Lok Sabha that ‘accep-

tance of necessity’ for acquisition of six

submarines under Project-75(I) has been

accorded by the Defence Acquisitions

council. The proposal is being progressed.

cost details would be available on finalisa-

tion of contracts.

On the refit and modernisation works

on board INS Vikramaditya (former Admiral

Gorshkov), he said that the works are pro-

gressing in an earnest manner. consequent

to signing of supplementary agreements in

march 2010, the russian side has increased

the pace of work, manpower and material

resources considerably for the project. A

majority of the equipment and systems

have been installed onboard the ship. The

delivery of the ship is scheduled in Decem-

ber 2012.

Setting the ball rolling for creation of

infrastructure for new generation vessels,

the Defence minister formally commis-

sioned the first and second phases of Goa

Shipyard Limited (GSL) Infrastructural mod-

ernisation Project on may 21, 2011. The

commissioning of the GSL’s ambitious

infrastructural modernisation project at the

cost of `400 crore (approx $89 million) will

enhance its infrastructure by adding two

repair berths, transfer area and ship-lift

piers in addition to the ship-lift facility.

Ship-lift system, the first of its kind in

defence shipbuilding yards in the country,

was inaugurated by the Defence minister,

while laying the foundation stone for the

third and fourth phases of GSL’s moderni-

sation project. The commissioning of the

ship-lift facility is synchronised with the

launching of the third in the series of naval

offshore patrol vessels indigenously

designed and being built by GSL for the

Indian Navy.

This planned modernisation pro-

gramme of GSL is aimed at creating new

facilities and infrastructure while augment-

ing the existing facilities in order to achieve

the qualitative and quantitative objectives

of building and delivering quality ships at

competitive cost with shorter construction

periods, increased capacity, product mix

and shortened delivery times. The moderni-

sation plan at the cost of `800 crore ($178

million), aims at creating capacity at the

GSL for production of cutting-edge technol-

ogy warships. The modernisation pro-

gramme once fully completed will result in

a substantial augmentation of GSL’s capac-

ity to fabricate/construct steel, aluminium

and glass reinforced polyester hull vessels

to nearly three times the existing capacity.

Landing Craft Utility for the Indian Navy 
Garden reach Shipbuilders and engineers

Limited (GrSe) will be building eight spe-

cialised assault vessels called landing craft

utility (LcU) for the Indian Navy. The cabi-

net committee on Security has cleared the

proposal for acquisition of eight LcUs for

around `2,300 crore ($511 million). The

first LcU is expected to be delivered in

three years. The LcUs will enable easier

transportation of troops and heavy weapon

systems over long distances. The new LcUs

will replace the existing fleet of six

amphibious boats already in service and

will be based at the country’s only Tri-ser-

vice theatre command, the Andaman and

Nicobar command.

The government is also understood to

have finalised the acquisition of four

amphibious warfare ships called landing

platform docks for around `16,891 crore

($3.75 billion). These will be built by Hin-

dustan Shipyard Limited (HSL) in Visakhap-

atnam, which was acquired by the ministry

of Defence last year, as the fourth defence

shipyard and private shipyards in collabo-

ration with a foreign manufacturer.

Naval Offshore Patrol Vessels 
with Private Shipyard 
Pipavav Shipyard Limited has successfully

concluded and signed a contract with the

ministry of Defence for design and con-

struction of five naval offshore patrol ves-

sels for the Indian Navy, at the cost of

`2,975 crore (about $0.6 billion). The

Pipavav Shipyard Limited has the singular

honour of being the first shipyard in the

private sector to enter the naval warship-

building programme of the country.

The shipyard has approved plans to

convert its existing wet basin into second

dry dock to enhance its capabilities to build

as well as repair warships for the Indian

Navy, as also for the export market. The

shipyard is poised to emerge as an inte-

grated defence company in addition to its

other activities.

Cadets’ Training Ships
ABG Shipyard Ltd has signed a contract

with the ministry of Defence for the con-

struction of two cadets’ Training Ships, at

the cost of `970 crore. The primary role of

the ships is to impart basic training to the

naval cadets and trainees, in addition to

carrying out other supplementary roles of

disaster relief, search and rescue opera-

tions, etc. The ships are also designed to

carry light helicopters. The ships will be

approximately 110 metres in length and

will be designed to achieve a maximum

speed of 20 knots.

Defence and Private Sector Shipyards
Tie-ups
Public sector defence shipyards who have

order/books jam-packed for the next 10-15

years are acutely faced with the enormous

challenge to keep up to the trust reposed

on them without the cost and time over-

runs. There is thus a compulsion on them

to look for private partners to expedite pro-

duction, perhaps at the exhortation of the

ministry of Defence to institute measures to

clear the backlog of orders, which have

adversely affected the force levels of Indian

Navy and coast Guard. Therefore, in a

trend-setting initiative, mazagon Docks Ltd

(mDL), the prima dona of defence ship-

yards, which has captured 85 per cent of

shipbuilding orders for the Indian Navy,

had with approval of the government

announced formation of joint venture with

Pipavav Defence and Off-shore engineering

company Ltd.

No wonder then the Garden reach Ship-

builders and engineers which have been

awarded contracts worth `9,000 crore

(about $2 billion) and the Hindustan Ship-

yard Limited (HSL) with orders worth nearly

`2,000 crore (about $0.44 billion) are eager

to follow suit. It is in our national interest

that the defence shipyards which have

developed expertise in building warships

over the past several decades consolidate

and share their domain expertise by collab-

orating and integrating the resources and

infrastructure assets available with several

high-end shipyards which have emerged in

the private sector, towards efficient execu-

tion of pending orders. Buoyed with the

news of mDL’s joint venture, HSL and GrSe

have recently received expressions of inter-

est from eight to ten private shipyards in

response to tenders floated by them.

Adopting more or less an identical strategy,

the two defence shipyards have invited

expressions of interest for forming sepa-

rate joint ventures and have pronounced,

“Looking at a joint collaborative strategy to

meet the challenging timelines in order to

liquidate the existing order book as well as

expected orders from the Indian Navy and

coast Guard.” 

Unfortunately, though the spanner in

the works was thrown in by a formal com-

plaint registered by the engineering and

infrastructure giant, Larsen & Toubro Lim-

ited with the ministry of Defence over their

exclusion from participation in the joint

venture formation between mazagon Dock

Limited and Pipavav Shipyard. The Defence

minister was very prompt to redress the

issue before it was blown out of proportion.

He informed the members of the consulta-

tive committee of the ministry that the

joint venture of mDL and Pipavav Shipyard

has been put on hold till a policy on joint

ventures (JVs) is put in place by the govern-

ment. Antony clarified that his ministry will

study the complaints received from some

private shipyards regarding the JV. The

issue needs to be fully examined and set-

tled before any forward movement takes

place on this front. He also said that JVs

must compete for contracts and should not

get them on nomination basis. He further

added that we are treading on a new path

and we would like to ensure that trans-

parency is maintained at all levels. 

While the Defence minister has

advanced a most balanced and pragmatic

policy stand in the interest of transparency,

it is earnestly hoped that the ministry of

Defence does not remain entangled in the

bureaucratic quagmire of policy formula-

tion process, causing unwarranted delays to

the detriment of Indian Navy and the coast

Guard force level development plans. In

fact, this trend behoves very well for the

defence shipbuilding industry of India, as it

offers enormous scope and opportunity for

participative augmentation of the indige-

nous shipbuilding capabilities and capaci-

ties. It also promises to open new vistas for

adopting high-end shipbuilding technolo-

gies, practices, techniques and concepts,

which are witnessed elsewhere and most

successfully implemented by the global

giants in the US, europe and other regions. 

Tail-piece
commodore (retd) Sujeet Samaddar, for-

mer Principal Director of Naval Plans,

wrote, “Naval planners are perennially

faced with the challenge of marrying the

deep desire for remaining a builder’s navy

with the stark reality of delayed deliveries

and cost overruns in all its indigenous pro-

grammes”. He recommended, “It is appar-

ent that a national effort is required to

create a defence industrial complex if the

requisite capability is to be in place within

the stipulated period. Since the public sec-

tor has an order book position which over-

stretches its capacity, the option is clearly

to invite larger private sector participation

mainly through the ‘Buy and make’ Indian

categorisation route. This would neatly

synergise foreign technology with domes-

tic industrial capacity to help create a

sophisticated defence industrial complex

in the country”. 

There is no denying the fact that evolv-

ing technologies, sophistication and com-

plexity of equipment and systems have

made warship building projects highly cap-

ital intensive and high-risk ventures. This

phenomenon has perpetuated a strong case

for cooperation and integration of capabil-

ities through concepts of public-private

partnership (PPP) in a meaningful sense.

The concept of PPP requires even a global

extension through instruments of collabo-

ration, joint ventures, transfer of technolo-

gies, cooperative engagements, etc for

mutual benefits. Bilateral and multilateral

relations need to be promoted in a trans-

parent fashion to form consortiums to

achieve economies of scale to offset costs

of investments on developing technologies,

capabilities and infrastructure. These

trends should logically lead towards the

concept of systems integrators, of both

indigenous and global variety. In the long-

term interests of the national security, Gov-

ernment of India would do well to cease

this opportunity and expeditiously clear the

decks for formation of JVs between the

defence shipyards and the leading/capable

shipyards in the private sector. While laying

down the ground rules, emphasis should be

on formulating efficient processes and pro-

cedures for formation of such JVs. Instead

of the existing please-all and satisfy-all pol-

icy, the selection procedure should be

based on pure merit and made competitive

based on the existing infrastructural capac-

ities and the future growth potential to

diversify the range of warship building

capacities and capabilities of the shipyards

in the private sector. 

Evolving technologies,

sophistication and complexity

of equipment and systems

have made warship-building

projects highly capital inten-

sive and high-risk ventures

The ceremonial guard of honour for the Raksha Mantri
during commissioning of INS Deepak
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Seeking New Horizons 
Oto melara’s 76/62 gun is in service with more than 50 navies of the world including the Indian Navy. Lt General (Retd)

Naresh Chand reports from Italy about the company’s path-breaking technologies in ammunition. 

T
He OrIGINS Of OTO meLArA

dates back to 1905 when it was

established to produce guns of

various calibre. It has since then

been involved in artillery pro-

grammes including heavy guns for battle-

ships. Their 76/62 gun is in service with

more than 50 navies of the world including

the Indian Navy where it is fitted on many

classes of frigates including Godavari,

Brahmaputra, Shivalik and many classes of

corvettes including Kora and Kamorta. With

their vast experience in the field of artillery

guns and its ammunition, it was but natural

for them to develop path-breaking tech-

nologies for the ammunition to match the

ever changing operational environment.

The result has been the Vulcano pro-

gramme and Oto melara is the prime con-

tractor of the programme. The scope and

the status of the programme were unveiled

during a media briefing by representatives

of the company at their factory location at

La Spezia, Italy. ceO carlo Alberto Iardella

chaired the meeting. After a brief introduc-

tion of the company by their Senior Vice

President marketing and Sales, marco Brogi,

Head of research and Development, pre-

sented the Vulcano technologies followed

by a presentation on Vulcano 76 by mas-

sima Gualco, Head of Naval Business Line. 

Vulcano Technologies
The concept for the future Vulcano ammu-

nition family being developed is based on

sub-calibre with the guided version having

aerodynamic controls, inertial/global posi-

tioning system (GPS) navigation with a long-

range and high degree of accuracy. Terminal

guidance is also being provided in certain

configurations. Two types of ammunition i.e.

guided and unguided are being developed

both in the extended-range and long-range

category. The calibre selected is 155mm for

the land version and 127mm for the naval

version. Projected ranges for the  unguided

version is up to 70 km, while the range of the

guided version is expected to be of up to 100

km when fired by the 127/54c gun and of

120 km when fired by the new 127/64LW.

The expected range for the 155mm calibre

is of up to 100 km. These ranges are

achieved by duel means of providing a very

high muzzle velocity and keeping the 

aerodynamic coefficient low. The program-

mable multifunctional fuse is based on

microwave technology. 

Ballistic Extended Range (BER) Ammu-

nition: The Ber ammunition has a multi-

functional fuse which has many features like

bursting on impact, delayed impact, timed

and self destruction. Only the 127mm has

proximity feature. These are normally stan-

dard features and even in the earlier days,

time fuse could be provided by an explosive

powder train and fuse time setting was done

manually. The challenge has been in fitting

so many features in one fuse to perform

accurately in a very challenging environ-

ment. Pre-fragmented warhead adds to its

lethality and the stabilising tail adds to its

accuracy. most of its development is over

and the first 50 numbers have already been

produced in february this year and the sec-

ond lot of 50 is expected by the first half of

2012. Stringent production line criteria have

been applied to include functioning of all

fuse features, range and dispersion. 

Guided Long-Range (GLR) Ammuni-

tion: The sensor has a fuse, Ir (only for

127mm), sabot, stabilising tail, canard sec-

tion and it is roll stabilised. The warhead is

pre-fragmented.     

Compatibility: Vulcano is compatible

with any Oto melara 127mm naval system.

The Vulcano module is required for the pro-

gramming of Vulcano ammunition to

include guidance unit and fuse. 

Production: Production of extended-

range unguided ammunition both for

155mm and 127mm is likely to start in

2013. Low rate initial production for long-

range guided ammunition is likely to start

in 2013 for the 127mm naval gun and 2014

for the 155mm artillery gun.  

Vulcano 76
The 21st century naval warfare is changing in

a big way with fleet engagements between car-

rier or battleship groups giving way to focus-

ing on littoral warfare and supporting the

land war. This has made all modern navies

operate close to the shore in shallow waters

to support land forces with accurate and

lethal firepower both from the sea as well as

the air. The US is providing the fire support

with cruise missiles, which is a very costly

option and all navies may not be able to

afford it. Thus Oto melara’s option of provid-

ing long-range ammunition in unguided and

guided configuration comes at the right time.

Vulcano 76/62
Based on the experience of Vulcano 127mm,

a new family of guided ammunition named

‘Vulcano 76’ has been planned, which is a

guided ammunition for providing naval gun

support and anti-surface warfare and com-

plements driven ammunition reduced time

of flight  (DArT) guided ammunition

designed for anti-air warfare. The gun mount

configured to Vulcano capability has been

designated as 76/62-V naval systems.

Configurations: Vulcano 76
l In Ber configuration, it can provide

naval fire support, anti-ship and anti-air

firing capability. In fire support role, the

range goes up to 30 km while circular

error probable (ceP) remains the same

as that of the standard ammunition.

The other features are fin stabilisation,

pre-fragmented war head and rf

microwave fuse.

l The guided long-range autonomous

GPS guided ammunition can provide

long-range naval fire support up to a

range of 40 km with a ceP less than a

decametre.

l The guided long-range autonomous GPS

guided ammunition with Ir sensor for

terminal guidance can provide anti-sur-

face warfare role up to a range of 40 km

with a ceP less than a metric. Both the

long-range versions have a stabilising

tail, canard guidance section which is

roll stabilised, GPS antenna, fuse or Ir

sensor, inertial measurement unit, GPS

guidance unit, control actuation system,

sabot and pre fragmented warhead.

Time schedule: Qualification and low

rate initial production of the ammunition is

likely to start in 2015. 

Multi-feeding ammunition selection kit

for 76/62: This provides automatic han-

dling and selection of four or more types of

ammunition with a maximum capacity of

80 rounds. It is applicable to all in service

guns and is compatible with Strales guided

ammunition kit with no change in the over-

all gun weight.

Vulcano ammunition programmer: It

can be set to Vulcano 76 with ammunition

GPS initialisation data, target coordinates,

trajectory parameters and fuse modality

and settings.  

These are exciting developments when

completed. At present the company has not

disclosed the cost aspects but with so many

high-tech features, it is likely to be pretty

steep. However, the unit cost will come

down if the orders are large. On a query

regarding the cost comparison between

missiles of similar capability, the ceO was

emphatic that their ammunition will be

cheaper than a compatible missile. He also

clarified that jamming will virtually have no

PhotograPh: Finmeccanica

The Vulcano 76 smart 

ammunition has provided a

capability from the existing

20 km to 40 km which 

provides excellent outreach 

to naval commanders

76/62 Strales system

Autonomous GPS Guided Long Range Ammunition
Layout (in-barrel)

GPS antenna

Fuse or IR Sensor

Inertial measurement unit
GPS guidance unit

Control actuation system

Sabot

Pre-fragmented warhead

Stabilising tail

Canard guidance section 
Roll stabilised

Source: Oto Melara
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effect on the ammunition. It is any gunnery

officer’s dream to have long-range and very

high accuracy so that he can provide effec-

tive and lethal fire support when required.

The Vulcano 76 smart ammunition has pro-

vided a capability from the existing 20 km

to 40 km which provides excellent outreach

to naval commanders. The long-range of

100 km to 155mm gun will radically

increase the area of influence of the ground

commanders and provide them with

enhanced flexibility and manoeuvrability.

However, they will need aerial platforms

like the UAVs for selection of target, acqui-

sition of target data and battle damage

assessment. ranges of 100/120 km for

127mm naval gun will provide standoff

capability to the naval commanders while

engaging targets on land. The ships can

stay in deep waters out of harms’ way of

mines and counter bombardment but carry

out their task with impunity.  

Indian Perspective
The Indian Navy has many ships fitted with

76mm gun and the Vulcano 76 smart

ammunition may just about fit the bill for

upgradation of operational capability. The

127mm can provide standoff and littoral

capability without having specialised ships

for littoral warfare. Naval gun fire support

can really become effective during amphibi-

ous operations if required in India’s island

territories, which is at present limited due

to range and accuracy. India at present

holds 155mm calibre field artillery guns

and many more are planned for induction.

Selective induction of 100 km range ammu-

nition will enhance the reach and accuracy

of firepower manifold. 

The Indian Navy has many

ships fitted with 76mm gun

and the Vulcano 76 smart

ammunition may just about fit

the bill for upgradation of

operational capability

some innovative thinking, it can virtually

throttle the region with a fraction of the low

technology naval power. It has thus evolved

a comprehensive doctrine of asymmetric

warfare, based on its past experiences. Iran’s

plans of carrying out small boat suicide

attacks are somewhat akin to the aerial and

naval suicide missions carried out by a des-

perate Japan during the dying pangs of the

Second World War. Iran’s long shoreline is

overlooked by a continuous mountain ridge

along the northern shores of the Gulf. The

Gulf s network of islands, inlets, and coves

supported by buoys, onshore hideouts,

bunkers and coastal observation posts are

tailor-made for supporting patrols, recon-

naissance, mining, use of floating barrages

and swarming attacks. Surprise is an essen-

tial element of asymmetrical warfare and

can be achieved with the use of small forces,

effective camouflage, concealment, use of

terrain, deception measures and use of low

observable technology. The comparatively

small distances involved in littoral warfare

also help in achieving surprise. With these

measures and methods, Iran plans to defeat

the technological advantages and huge force

levels of navies like that of the US.        

Iran has two naval forces—the Islamic

republic of Iran Navy (IrIN) and the Iranian

revolutionary Guard corps Navy (IrGcN).

IrGcN is Iran’s sword of asymmetrical war-

fare and thus has been organised and

equipped accordingly. Some claim that it is

also a terrorist force. IrGcN is slightly

larger than it’s Navy with cadre strength of

about 20,000 which are reportedly to be

highly ideologically indoctrinated. The

IrGcN was established in 1985 and were

bloodied during the Iran-Iraq War where

they attacked Iraqi ships but were prone to

early detection. Their frogmen also carried

out some daring assaults. Its tally of attacks

on tankers carrying Kuwaiti and Saudi oil

rose from 37 during the first year of the

Tanker War to more than 96 in 1987. It

launched one of its major swarming attacks

against Saudi Arabia’s Khafji oilfields on

October 3, 1987, as a retaliation for the

death of Iranian Hajj pilgrims by the Saudi

security forces and the sinking of IrIN mine-

laying vessel by the US Navy in September

1987. However, the IrGcN flotilla got

stranded as they lost their way in the rough

seas and a major show of strength by the

Saudi Air and Naval forces also triggered in

calling of the operation. 

The modernisation process of IrGcN

includes acquiring large number of anti-ship

missiles embedded on various types of light

platforms; small fast-attack craft which are

heavily armed with rockets or anti-ship mis-

siles; fast mine-laying platforms, subsurface

warfare capability with various types of sub-

marines and sensors; stealth platforms such

as semi-submersibles and unmanned aerial

vehicles; midget submarines apart from

communication and electronic warfare

capability. The small boats can be carried

along the shore and launched at night to

avoid detection. The IrGcN have bases in

almost every port, harbour and island in the

Persian Gulf and Gulf of Oman including

about 60 small ports of the IrIN. even the

fishing villages are used as launch pads if

required. The IrGcN plans to use their inti-

mate knowledge of the local topography as

the guerrilla forces in Afghanistan used

their knowledge of the terrain against the

Soviet Union in the past and are now using

it against the North Atlantic Treaty Organi-

sation (NATO) forces. They have also added

potential suicide missions to be carried out

by locally produced small boats armed with

machine guns, multiple rockets, mines or

explosives which when rammed into ships

can cause extensive damage. They may

swarm merchant ships and the US warships

to ambush them.

General muhammad Ali Jafari, IrGcN

General commander, stated on July 2, 2008:

“Our war is a war between our religion and

all the inequalities of the capitalist world;

therefore, this war has no boundaries. Our

war is a war of faith and devotion. And this

draws our strategy.” This statement clearly

enunciates as to who is the enemy. There

are also no boundaries which can also be

interpreted as there are no rules of engage-

ment. Another important ingredient in

Iran’s doctrine of asymmetrical warfare is

the ‘spiritual superiority’ of their force

which is reinforced by posting thousands of

religious commissars to carry out the

process of indoctrination.

All littoral nations with less naval

resources will follow Iran’s example to pro-

tect themselves and their interest from the

sea. Thus all the effected nations have to be

prepared to fight maritime asymmetrical

warfare. India with its vast coastline,

regional energy interests and protection of

its island territories, has also to gear up to

the challenge of asymmetrical warfare.  

Continued from page 2

The IRGCN have bases in

almost every port, harbour

and island in the Persian Gulf

and Gulf of Oman

PhotograPhS: US Navy

Close up view of the 76mm OTO Melara 3
inch gun mounted on the deck of the
Republic of Singapore Navy (RSN) Victory
Class, Missile Corvette, Valor (P 89)

INS Brahmaputra is fitted with a 
Oto Melara 76mm gun

Oto Melara
STRALES —76mm guided ammunition

system and DART ammunition

The Strales system represents an evolu-

tion for the 76/62 naval artilleries which

includes a 76/62 naval gun, DArT guided

ammunition and a radio frequency guid-

ance system with associated electron-

ics.  This system is designed to be

effective in air defence and anti-surface

role. This is a sub-calibre guided projec-

tile with canard control, intended to

improve the performance of these guns

in the anti-missile role. It is claimed that

an average of only three of these projec-

tiles are needed per engagement. The fin-

stabilised, sub calibre DArT round is

guided by a line-of-sight Ka-band radio

beam, transmitted by an antenna

attached to the gun turret. The beam has

four lobes and the projectile automati-

cally seeks the centre where the four

lobes meet. The beam can also act as a

data link to reset the multifunction fuse

in flight.  
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emerGeD nearly simultaneously

with undersea fleet and have been

progressing with the fleet, while

gaining tragic experience of subma-

rine averages and accidents.

The principal “wet” way to rescue men

from a sunken submarine comes to just get-

ting out and free ascending; invention of

ScUBA multiplied submariners’ chance to

stay alive. However, its primary drawbacks

are unavoidable contact between man and

hostile water environment and decompres-

sion requirements; this directed the engi-

neering efforts toward development of a

“dry” rescue system that could be external

with respect to submarine.

In the early twentieth century, displace-

ment of most submarines was within 500-

600 tons and navigation was limited by the

coastal areas. Therefore, accidents took

place mainly in shallow waters. Under these

circumstances, the simplest way to rescue

submariners was to recover the suffered

submarine together with her crew using a

dedicated rescue (salvage) vessel. This idea

was implemented first in Germany in 1907.

The russian Navy obtained such a vessel,

Volkhov catamaran, in 1915.

As submarines matured, their displace-

ment grew and navigation areas expanded;

this required new approaches to salvage

injured submarines. In the 1930s, there

appeared a new rescue bell (mccann’s rescue

chamber); its capabilities were demonstrated

in 1933 when 33 men of U.S. submarine

Squalus sunken at the depth of 80 m were

rescued. Thereafter, submarine rescue ves-

sels that were, in fact, ocean-going tugboats,

were equipped with rescue bells.

In the USSr in the 1950s, there was suc-

cessively designed a series of rescue bells

SK-57, SK-59, SK-527 and SK-64 rated up to

500 m deep.

Autonomous rescue vehicles were the

next step. The world’s first rescue vehicle

(named UPS that in russian stands for

“steerable underwater vehicle”) rated to

200 m was designed in the USSr. The retro-

fitted type 666 submarine with UPS on

board sailed first in 1961. As long ago as

the next year, for the first time in the world,

in the USSr a man was transferred dry from

one submarine to another.

Based on the first underwater rescue

equipment operation experience, a proper

underwater rescue vehicle of type 1837 was

designed.

Then in 1963 the U.S. Thrasher subma-

rine was lost, Lockheed corporation

designed and constructed very expensive

deep submergence rescue vehicles (Avalon

and Mystic DSrVs, 1971-1972), whose capa-

bilities remained unrivaled for long. Similar

vehicles were constructed in the UK, Ger-

many, Sweden, Italy and china; the Soviet

Union constructed most of them (14 units).

Almaz central marine Design Bureau is

a russian monopolist in designing special

warships and vessels including naval rescue

and salvage vessels. Type 527/527m univer-

sal rescue vessels were designed by Almaz

and constructed in the 1960s; in terms of

capabilities they faced no competitors

either in the Soviet or any other navy over

two next decades. The unique Karpaty type

530 salvage vessel constructed in 1967 is

still in service in the russian Navy.

In the mid 1960s, the navy prepared a

task specification for an ocean-going res-

cue vessel that could carry several different

underwater vehicles. The Elbrus type 537

lead ship constructed in 1980 could sup-

port diving operations up to 200 m deep,

her rescue vehicles were rated to 500 m,

and Poisk-2 search and exploring vehicle

was rated to 2 000 m. The mTK-200 televi-

sion system was provided for inspection of

underwater objects. Heavy-duty dewatering

pumps (rated to 4 000 m3/h) and a towing

winch (rated to 60/30 t), as well as fire-

fighting means were provided for salvage

of surfaced submarines and surface ships.

The ship could permanently carry the Ka-

27PS helicopter.

Elbrus had the most powerful electric

propulsion system (4 gensets 5 000 kW

each supplying two propulsion motors

10 000 kW each) to move the ship at

1...18 knots and to provide power to all the

loads for dynamic positioning and launch-

ing/recovery of underwater vehicles; a

number of tunnel thrusters (4?500 kW)

along with automatics and navigation aids

provided dynamic anchorless positioning

up to 2 000 m deep; an anchor arrangement

was suitable for anchoring up to 500 m

deep with four anchors and up to 2 000 m

deep with one anchor.

In the mid 1980s Almaz designed type

05430 vessel. Upon this design in 1988 con-

struction of Gindukush rescue vessel com-

menced. This vessel could carry an

autonomous underwater vehicle and a new-

generation DP system.

The russian Bester third-generation

autonomous rescue vehicle (type 18270)

transferred from the navy in 1994 features

titanium pressure hull. Thanks to that the

vehicle can operate at a depth of up to

720 m and take 16-18 “dry” men on board

from an injured submarine. Displacement

of the vehicle is 39 m3. It can be trans-

ported by trucks or by air.

This vehicle will be upgraded: it will

receive new sonars (frequencies for under-

water sound communication and emer-

gency signal direction finding were

accorded to NATO standards), navigation

aids, automatic system for seating onto an

injured submarine’s coaming flange, some

improvements for seating onto a greatly

sloped coaming flange, and a new survivor

life-support system. The vehicle is going to

be installed on board type 21300 rescue

vessel designed by Almaz and being con-

structed for the russian Navy.

As the Indian navy receives up-to-date

conventional submarines (including the

russian ones), it seems to be quite topical

to improve their search-and-rescue support.

Operation in the deep seas makes it of pri-

mary importance to provide search-

and-rescue support for surfaced injured

submarines.

Upon examination of rescue operations,

we can see that it was the search and rescue

support that ensured success in rescue

operations. Thus, more than 70 per cent

successful rescues fall to rescue of sub-

mariners who managed to leave injured

bottomed submarine by themselves in indi-

vidual rescue suits, 20 per cent to salvage

of submarines themselves, and 10 per cent

to other rescue operations.

Wreckage of the Kursk nuclear subma-

rine in 2000 highlighted a problem of inter-

action between various navies for search

and rescue of injured submarine crews. One

of possible ways to improve effectiveness

of the Indian Navy’s S&r support system is

to integrate it into the international injured

submarine crew rescue system. Possible

cooperation in this area may mainly result

in preparation of an agreement on the res-

cue of injured submarine crews between

India and the russian federation, as well as

other countries. Now, contacts between

India and other interested states are being

developed; bilateral and multinational exer-

cises, cooperation and sharing experience

are being conducted.

The primary possible ways to develop

Indian Navy’s submarine S&r support sys-

tem are (i) designing mobile rescue systems

like NSrS (UK, france, Norway) or SrDS

(U.S.) or (ii) construction/procurement of

modern rescue vessels.

The primary advantages of the first

approach to the new generation rescue sys-

tems are mobility and a relatively low cost.

maintenance of the mother vessels con-

tributes most in the operating cost of the

rescue system. The primary disadvantage

of these systems is the lack of universality

(they cannot be used for rescuing both

underwater and surfaced injured sub-

marines). Next, use of such systems must

be preconditioned by a well-developed air

delivery system able to transport the

mobile systems to a place of accident, a

large number of mother vessels meeting a

lot of quite stringent requirements with

respect to allocation of these mobile sys-

tems, and appropriate legislative frame-

work that would facilitate commandeering

commercial vessels in emergency situa-

tions. It should be also noted that the

mobile systems are not as quick in deploy-

ment as a specialized rescue vessel, and

feature lower S&r performance, namely

lower permitted sea state and lower subma-

rine search and aftersearch capabilities.

Therefore, from the economical, opera-

tive and engineering points of view, the

modern rescue vessel seems preferable for

injured submarine crew rescue activities.

A possible option for construction/pro-

curement may be type 21300 vessel

designed by Almaz and equipped with res-

cue underwater vehicle and deep-sea diving

system; Admiralty Shipyards have been

constructing this vessel since December

2005. The task specification for this vessel

was prepared based on injured submarine

crew rescue experience.

The type 21300 vessel can carry an

underwater rescue vehicle and a deep-sea

diving system rated to 450 m for satura-

tion diving. The vessel has a helipad,

unmanned underwater TV and work vehi-

cles, diver decompression system, and a

hyperbaric boat. 

Search and Rescue
Support System for Submarines
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c
reATION AND mAINTeNANce

Of fleet auxiliary finds its ori-

gins through the time-tested

and sound principles of war,

conceptualised in the British

Defence Doctrine. The doctrine propounds

offensive action in a practical way in which

the commander seeks to gain advantage,

sustain momentum and seize initiative and

economy of effort to judiciously exploit the

manpower, material and time in relation to

the achievement of objectives; and finally

sustainability of the force to generate the

means by which it’s fighting power and

freedom of action are maintained.

A new dimension to these principles

were added in the Soviet Union and russian

doctrines, which lay due emphasis on ‘capa-

bility’ to ensure full use of various means

and capabilities of battle to achieve victory;

destruction of enemy throughout the entire

depth of their deployment; and finally the

logistics for restoration of reserves and

combat capability for the modern, fast

paced battlefield.

Incorporation of these vital tenets

prompted development of suitable plat-

forms for sustenance of the fleet and to

equip them with longer reach, flexibility

and freedom of action over a longer span of

operational deployment. Thus the method

of transferring fuel, munitions and stores

from one ship to another came to be known

as replenishment at sea (rAS). 

In the first two decades of the 20th cen-

tury, the US Navy evolved the innovative

procedure for under way replenishment

(UNreP) with the supply ship and receiver

ship coming along side each other at full

stop. This method, however, had serious

limitations and could be practised only dur-

ing calm conditions and good sea states.

Therefore, methods had to be developed for

replenishment while ships were actually

under way, so as not to impede the opera-

tional tasks. Innovative methods had to be

developed to augment a logistics support

technique which facilitated extended range

and striking capability to naval task forces. 

Alongside connected replenishment

(cONreP) is a standard method of transfer-

ring liquids such as fuel and fresh water,

along with ammunition and break bulk

goods. The supplying ship holds a steady

course and speed, generally between 12 and

16 knots. The receiving ship then comes

alongside the supplier at a distance of

approximately 30 metres. A gun line, pneu-

matic line thrower, or shot line is fired from

the supplier, which is used to pull across a

messenger line. This line is used to pull

across other equipment such as a distance

line, phone line, and the transfer rig lines.

Because of the relative position of the ships,

it is possible for some ships to set up multi-

ple transfer rigs, allowing for faster transfer

or the transfer of multiple types of stores.

Additionally, many replenishment ships are

set up to service two receivers at one time,

with one being replenished on each side.

Alongside cONreP is a risky operation,

as two or three ships running side-by-side

at a particular speed, must hold to precisely

the same course and speed for a long

period of time. moreover, the hydrodynam-

ics of two ships running close together

cause suction between them. A slight steer-

ing error on the part of one of the ships

could cause a collision, or part the transfer

lines and fuel hoses. for this reason, expe-

rienced and qualified helmsmen are

required during the replenishment, and the

crew on the bridge must give their undi-

vided attention to the ship’s course and

speed. The risk is increased when a replen-

ishment ship is servicing two ships at once.

In case of an emergency, the crews practise

emergency breakaway procedures, where

the ships separate in less-than-optimal sit-

uations. Although the ships will be saved

from collision, it is possible to lose stores,

as the ships may not be able to finish the

current transfer.

Astern fuelling: The earliest type of

replenishment, rarely used today, is astern

fuelling. In this method, the receiving ship

follows directly behind the supplying ship.

The fuel-supplying ship throws a marker

buoy into the sea and the receiving ship

takes station with it. Then the delivering

ship trails a hose in the water which the

fuel-receiving ship retrieves and connects

to. This method is more limited as only one

transfer rig can be set up. However, it is

safer as a slight course error will not cause

a collision. This however was the method

used by the Soviet Navy for many decades

after the end of World War II.

Vertical replenishment: A third type of

under way replenishment is vertical replen-

ishment (Vertrep). In this method, a heli-

copter lifts cargo from the supplying ship

and lowers it to the receiving ship. The

main advantage of this method is that the

ships do not need to be close to each other

and so there is little risk of collision.

Vertrep is also used to supplement and

speed stores transfer between ships con-

ducting conrep. However, the maximum

load and transfer of speeds are both limited

by the capacity of the helicopter.

Fleet Auxiliaries of Indian Navy
On attaining independence, the Indian Navy

inherited the only fleet auxiliary which was

known as depot ship, INS Dharini. Soon the

inadequacy of this coal fired ship was

realised, resulting in search for induction of

a fleet tanker to support the fleet at sea

which had gradually grown to acquire a

three-dimensional profile. Thus the first

proper fleet tanker, christened as INS

Deepak was acquired. While Deepak gave a

shot in the arm and provided the much

needed flexibility and extended endurance

to the units of Western fleet, absence of a

fleet tanker on the eastern seaboard was

sorely felt, as the eastern fleet’s force levels

started to increase.

INS Shakti was the second fleet tanker

acquired by the Indian Navy from Germany.

This tanker was state-of-the-art and aug-

mented the auxiliary support to both the

fleets. Between the two fleet tankers, the

commitments of both Western and eastern

fleets were ably met during the exercises,

campaigns and overseas deployments.

However, the material state of Deepak

began to deteriorate from the mid-1980s,

with serious issues on its maintenance and

product support.

In early 1990s, Shakti was the sole

tanker to support both the fleet. A desper-

ate search for a fleet tanker resulted in

acquisition of commercial design tanker

from russia. After due modifications to

perform the role of a fleet tanker, INS Jyoti

was commissioned at Admiralty Shipyard,

St Petersburg, in 1996.

The indigenous project for construction

of a fleet tanker at the Garden reach Ship-

builders and engineers Limited moved in

fits and start, with enormous overruns on

time and costs. Hence, the acquisition of

Jyoti did not really help much, as the mate-

rial state of Shakti began to deteriorate. As

result, for the two fleets there was one sin-

gle tanker available. finally, the only

indigenously constructed fleet tanker was

commissioned as INS Aditya towards the

early 2000. This was the first time when

the two fleets had the luxury of a tanker of

their own. Jyoti and Aditya took turns to

cross over to the two fleets, depending

upon their operational availability.

INS Deepak Class Fleet Tankers: Based

on the past experience, the Indian Navy

took a long-term view of the requirement of

fleet replenishment tankers. Global tender

was floated for acquisition of two fleet

replenishment tankers. muggiano Shipyard

of fincantieri won the contract for the two

tankers to be built by three different ship-

yards of fincantieri, Italy, using state-of-

the-art ship construction methods and

concepts with extensive parallelism and

concurrent engineering to deliver the ship,

in a challenging time frame of two years.

Thus the first ship, INS Deepak was com-

missioned on January 21, 2011, by Defence

minister A.K Antony at Naval Dockyard,

mumbai. The ship is in double hull configu-

ration which provides greater safety against

accidental oil spillages in accordance with

latest marine pollution (mArPOL) regula-

tions. The contract, worth about €139 mil-

lion (about `860 crore) included a second

vessel under an option clause. As part of

the offsets for the first fleet tanker, fin-

cantieri placed an order worth €14.3 million

(about `87 crore) on BeL for the supply of

composite communication system, versatile

communication system, eSm system, elec-

tric-opto fire control system and their inte-

gration on board the two fleet tankers. 

INS Shakti commissioned: INS Shakti,

the second of the two fleet tankers built by

fincantieri Shipyard, was commissioned on

October 1, 2011, by Admiral Nirmal Verma,

chief of the Naval Staff at the Naval Dock-

yard, Visakhapatnam. following the inaugu-

ral and keynote addresses delivered by

corrado Antonini, the President of fin-

cantieri Shipyard and Vice Admiral Anup

Singh, flag Officer commanding-in-chief,

eastern Naval command respectively, cap-

tain ravi malhotra, commanding Officer INS

Shakti, read out the commissioning Warrant. 

following the colours ceremony, the

chief guest unveiled the ships plaque. chan-

dra Prakash, the Post master General,

Visakhapatnam, released the special cover

on behalf of Indian Post and Telegraph

Department, commemorating the commis-

sioning of INS Shakti. Addressing the gath-

ering onboard Shakti, the cNS congratulated

the fincantieri Shipyard and Indian public

sector undertakings (PSUs) like the Bharat

electronics, Hindustan Aeronautics Limited

and a host of small-scale industries and sub-

contractors who have contributed in build-

ing this fine ship. He said that the induction

of Shakti signifies a new era of modern

world class state-of-the-art technologies for

the Indian Navy as well as an important leap

for the Indian Navy as the ship enhances the

influence of the Navy.  

Replenishment at Sea
The only indigenously constructed fleet tanker was commissioned as INS Aditya towards the early 2000. This was the

first time when the two fleets had the luxury of a tanker of their own. INS Jyoti and INS Aditya took turns to cross over

to the two fleets, depending upon their operational availability.
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T
He INDIAN NAVy’S mODerNISA-

TION quest under Project-28 to

stealthily hunt and destroy lurking

enemy submarines got a further

boost recently with the launch of

the second indigenous anti-submarine warfare

(ASW) corvette Kadmatt named after an island

in Lakshwadeep.

The corvette built by the Garden reach

Shipbuilders & engineers (GrSe), Kolkata, was

launched by mamatha m, wife of the minister of

State for Defence m.m. Pallam raju in the pres-

ence of the controller of Warship Production

and Acquisition of the Indian Navy Vice Admi-

ral N.N. Kumar and GrSe chairman and man-

aging Director  rear Admiral K.c. Sekhar.

GrSe is to launch four P28 corvettes at a cost

of `37.3 crore. Kamorta was the first to be

launched on April 19, 2010, and after fitments is

expected to be delivered to the Indian Navy in June

2012 and Kadmatt in march 2013. The remaining

two are Kiltan and Kavaratti. The Kamorta class

corvettes are capable of fighting in a nuclear, bio-

logical and chemical environment. The 109-metre-

long, 12.8-metre-wide ship with an approximate

displacement capacity of 3,000 tonnes can

achieve a maximum speed of 25 knots. Powered

by four 3,888 kW diesel engines, it can cover

nearly 3,450 nautical miles at 18 knots, carrying

a helicopter. The ship having indigenous weapon

and sensor suites is equipped with super-rapid

gun mounting, anti-aircraft guns, torpedo

launcher, rocket and chaff launchers. 

Editor’s Note: The modern corvette

appeared during the Second World War as a

patrol and convoy escort vessel due to their

being  smaller and more manoeverable. The

corvette being built under Project 28 are the

Indian Navy’s anti-submarine warfare (ASW)

vessel for 21st century 

Anti-Sub Corvette Kadmatt Launched
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m
ArITIme SecUrITy IS cON-

cerNeD with the prevention

of intentional damage

through sabotage, subversion,

terrorism and the like includ-

ing port, vessel and facility security. The

International maritime Organisation (ImO)

entered into force in 2004, under which the

measures included amendments to the 1974

Safety of Life at Sea convention (SOLAS) and

new International Ship and Port facility Secu-

rity (ISPS) code containing detailed security-

related requirements for governments, port

authorities and shipping companies. How-

ever, all these and lack of multilateral

approach have failed to combat maritime

disorder and the 21st century maritime secu-

rity challenges holistically. As per the World

Bank estimates, this assumes all the more

significance with global seaborne trade

pegged at 41,800 billion tonnes by 2014.

South China Sea
The South china Sea is one of the world’s

busiest international sea lanes—a maritime

superhighway for the world economy. much

intra-regional trade depends on these ship-

ping lanes. more than half the global annual

merchant tonnages pass through the Straits

of malacca, Sunda and Lombok, with major-

ity continuing into the South china Sea. Over

the next 20 years, oil consumption among

developing Asian countries is expected to

rise by four per cent annually on an average,

with about half of the increase coming from

china. If this growth rate is maintained, oil

demand for these nations will reach 25 mil-

lion barrels per day by 2020. Almost all of

this additional Asian oil demand, as well as

Japan’s oil needs, will need to be imported

from the middle east and Africa. Almost all

of it will pass through the strategic Strait of

malacca into the South china Sea. This adds

to the importance of the South china Sea

region which contains oil and gas resources

strategically located near large energy-con-

suming countries. Tanker traffic through the

Strait of malacca into South china Sea is

more than three times the Suez canal traffic

and over five times through Panama canal.

more than half of the world’s supertanker

traffic passes through the region’s waters.

The large volume of shipping in South china

Sea/Straits of malacca area has also created

opportunities for attacks on merchant ship-

ping. Strategic location of the South china

Sea has thus resulted in heightened strife in

recent years including mining activity, claims

and counter claims.

Sea Lines of Communication (SLOC)
Views and perceptions on SLOcs vary widely

in today’s world. The military analysts view

SLOcs as maritime instruments of power

and maritime geography becomes a pivot for

deploying forces. for the politician, SLOcs

signify the state of relations with countries

located along the sea route traversed. With-

out doubt, the best approach to SLOc secu-

rity would be extensive multilateral

cooperation. However, this requires adop-

tion of comprehensive strategies encom-

passing differing perceptions and national

interests of all states, as some perceive mul-

tilateral cooperation for SLOc security as

intrusion into their sovereignty. 

India and the Indian Ocean Region (IOR)
India is essentially a maritime nation as its

peninsular landmass extends to nearly 1,600

kilometres into the sea. India’s maritime

frontiers consist of a coastline of 7,683 kilo-

metres and an exclusive economic zone

(eeZ) of 2.01 million square kilometres.

About 97 per cent of Indian trade is by sea.

The Indian Ocean links the mediterranean

and Pacific Oceans and is the gateway to

emerging markets of South east Asia. Navies

of many countries transit the area. Offshore

oil production on the west coast of India

which commenced as a small scale operation

in mid-1970s is now a rapidly expanding

area. The offshore infrastructure over the

years has developed to include 30 process

platforms and more than 125 well platforms

producing 32.7 metric tonnes of crude annu-

ally. In addition, more than 3,000 kilometres

of pipeline on the seabed transports oil and

gas from the processing platforms to

onshore terminals. existing offshore regions

where production is currently taking place

cover a total area in excess of 17,000 square

nautical miles, extending more than 100

nautical miles into the eeZ. Investments in

offshore oil infrastructure in last 25 years

have a replacement value of about $50 bil-

lion (`2,25,000 crore). 

Way back in 1897, Admiral Alfred Thayer

mahan had said, “Whoever controls the

Indian Ocean will dominate Asia. This ocean

will be the key to the seven seas in the 21st

century. The destiny of the world will be

decided on its waters.” The Indian Ocean

accounts for the transportation of the high-

est tonnage of goods in the world. On its

waters are carried two third of the world’s

oil shipments, one-third of bulk cargo traffic

and half the world’s container shipments.

Almost 1,80,000 ships transit this ocean

annually. As interdependence of nations

continues to grow, prolonged interruption of

the vast amount of trade through these

waters would seriously damage the econom-

ics of almost all nations across the globe.

The strategic maritime rectangle encom-

passing the Straits of Hormuz and malacca

and interlinking oceans, account for two-

third of global energy flows—almost entire

oil capacities of Japan and china transit

these vital sea lines of communication. The

area witness massive amounts of oil flow

daily—15.5 million barrels through the Per-

sian Gulf, 3.3 million barrels through the

Gulf of Aden and 10.3 million barrels

through the malacca Straits. 

The IOr is riddled with geopolitics of

mental and physical conflict as also eco-

nomic diversity. Terrorism, piracy, illegal

arms ingress, drug smuggling, human traf-

ficking and natural disasters afflict the

region. environmental degradation of the

seas has become a global problem and the

IOr is having its own share of this including

on account of massive shipping activity.

Sulphur emissions and oil spills affect the

environment and low lying islands are vul-

nerable to rising sea levels and impact of

global warming. The Indian concerns

include the increasing threats of mutual

interference, submarine and nuclear

weapons proliferation, vulnerability of

SLOcs, oil spills and pollution, environmen-

tal degradation, absence of an international

mechanism for disaster management and

technological dependency.

Multinational Presence
Navies of many countries traverse the

Indian Ocean. combined Task force (cTf)-

150 is a multinational coalition naval task

force to monitor, inspect, board and stop

suspect shipping to pursue the “war on ter-

rorism” and includes operations in the

North Arabia Sea to support Operation Iraqi

freedom, and operations in the Indian

Ocean to support Operation enduring free-

dom. countries currently contributing to

cTf-150 include canada, france, Germany,

Pakistan, UK and the US. The other nations

who have participated include Australia,

Italy, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Portu-

gal, Spain, and Turkey. cTf 152 is responsi-

ble for operations in the central and

Southern Arabian Gulf. cTf 158 is maintain-

ing security in and around both the oil ter-

minals in support of the UN Security

council resolution 1723, which charges the

multinational force with the responsibility

and authority to maintain security and sta-

bility in Iraqi territorial waters and also sup-

ports the Iraqi Government’s request for

security support. As part of the war on ter-

rorism, US troops occupy camp Lemonier in

Djibouti on the Horn of Africa. formed into

the combined Joint Task force (cJTf)-Horn

of Africa, they are positioned to wage war

on Al-Qaeda elements and their supporters

in yemen, Somalia, Kenya, Sudan, ethiopia,

eritrea, and Djibouti. 

North Atlantic Treaty Organisation’s

(NATO) Anti Piracy Task force Atlanta is

operating off the Somalia coast since Decem-

ber 2009 from the Horn of Africa. The euro-

pean Union Task force operating in the area

since earlier has merged with Task force

Atlanta. The Netherlands, Spain, Portugal,

canada, Norway, Denmark and US have also

offered their warships to this anti-piracy

force, which is also known as Standing

NATO maritime Group 1. In addition, china,

India and russia also maintain anti-piracy

naval presence in the area but there is no

coordination between these forces.

Sea Piracy
Piracy has become the bane of the modern

seafarer. The numerous cases of reported

and unreported piracy have led to consider-

able concern and multinational efforts to

control this violent menace. The malacca

Straits, South china Sea, Indian Ocean and

Arabian Sea are the areas that have been

most affected by piracy. This heavy infesta-

tion of piracy has a lot to do with the geog-

raphy of the area, but economic conditions

and the mindset of the coastal people in the

hundreds of minor islands that lace the

malacca Straits, South china Sea and African

coastline are also a significant factor. In

more recent years, Somali pirates have

expanded their operations very considerably

and piracy-related incidents have spilled into

the Bay of Bengal and the Arabian Sea. The

emerging organisation and infrastructure of

Somali piracy, with command trawlers, con-

trolling groups of smaller vessels, can well

be exploited by terror organisations like Al-

Qaeda and Lashkar e-Toiba.

China’s Energy and Maritime Security
Initiatives
china’s energy and maritime concerns are

well understood including the development

of overland links to the Indian Ocean in

order to reduce dependency on the sea.

china is already linked with Pakistan and

Nepal by road and there are plans to extend

the railway to Pakistan and Nepal. As part of

the Trans Asian rail link, the Kunming-

myanmar-chittagong (Bangladesh) rail link is

visualised. The 1956-km Qinghai-Tibet rail

link from Beijing to Lhasa by itself is a tech-

nological marvel. Transportation corridor

through myanmar, port construction and

refuelling facilities in myanmar, Pakistan,

Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, maldives, mauritius,

Seychelles and the coastal highway to enable

overland transit on route Gwadar-Karachi-

Karakoram Highway are all well-planned.

china is even exploring the ‘arctic passage’

for exports to europe. Oil and gas pipelines

connecting the cIS countries and middle east

(Kazakhstan-china oil pipeline, Turkmeni-

stan-china gas pipeline, BTc oil pipeline,

Arab gas pipeline, planned Nabucco gas

pipeline, planned second Turkmenistan-

china gas pipeline, proposed Tapi gas

pipeline and proposed IPI gas pipeline) will

reduce china’s energy supply dependence

on the seas.

International Maritime Security Initiatives
The maritime Security Initiative (mSI) pro-

gramme relies on the development of coop-

erative community and corporate

partnerships. These partnerships are essen-

tial to support intelligence gathering. The

initiative involves the proactive pursuit of

intelligence via systematic outreach pro-

grammes of customs Trade Partnership

against Terrorism (c-TPAT), container Secu-

rity Initiative (cSI), International Ship and

Port facility Security code (ISPS code), Pro-

liferation Security Initiative (PSI), automatic

Sino-Indian Cooperation
Global maritime security is in considerable disorder. The solution lies across the board cooperation particularly by all

states having maritime frontiers. The required initiatives should be spearheaded by countries like India, china and

Japan that depend heavily on the seas for trade and energy requirements.

PhotograPh: US Navy

India-China maritime cooper-

ation and resolution of the

border issue can usher in a

strategic partnership



T
he United States Naval Air Systems command

has announced that it has completed the first

successful launch of mk 54 torpedo from a 

P-8A Poseidon during a test event in the Atlantic

Test range recently.

“The P-8A is advancing along a rigorous test sched-

ule,” said Tony Schmidt, P-8A Assistant Programme

manager for test and evaluation. “The success of the

first separation test of the mk 54 moves us one step

closer to delivering the P-8A to the fleet on time.”

Using the mission computing and display system

aboard the P-8A allowed the launching of a single

torpedo from P-8A test aircraft T-3 (Bu No 167954)

at 500 ft (150 m) above sea level.

“It was a good flight and the systems worked

exactly as expected,” said Lt Larry malone, P-8A Inte-

grated Test Team pilot.

Unlike other platforms, the tactician performs

the separation of stores and weapons from the P-8A.

PmA- 290 conducted initial torpedo release tests

to verify safe separation of the mk 54 weapon from

the P-8A. future testing will include delivery accu-

racy, weapon integration and end-to-end test.

“Through this milestone, the Navy has proved

the successful integration of the extensive capabili-

ties of the mk 54 lightweight torpedo into this next

generation maritime surveillance aircraft,” said

raytheon Integrated Defense Systems’ Kevin Peppe,

Vice President of Seapower capability Systems. “Our

mk 54 torpedo is the Navy’s tested and proven

undersea warfare weapon, now arming the P-8 with a

formidable capability to successfully execute anti-

submarine warfare missions worldwide.”

In addition to the mk 54 lightweight torpedo,

raytheon also equips the P-8 with its AN/APy-10

maritime, littoral and overland surveillance radar.
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t is a highly versatile ship that combines two operat-

ing modes depending on the position of its central

platform. While in the cruise mode, the platform is

raised and the L-cAT features the speed and seaworthi-

ness of an up to date catamaran, in the landing mode,

the central platform is lowered and the L-cAT features

an outstanding reduced draft. Switching from one mode

to the other can be done anytime at sea.

Developed by cNIm, the landing catamaran (L-cAT)

100 has the twin hulls of a catamaran, but its central

platform, resembling an elevator, can be raised or low-

ered, thus transforming the L-cAT from a catamaran to

flat-bottomed landing craft, and back again. It can oper-

ate out of any modern LPD and provides unmatched

throughput in landing operations. Its payload represents

typically an infantry or border guard section, depending

on the user’s inventory.

The L-cAT construction relies on conventional, state-

of-the-art technologies. Its design makes it accessible to

any vehicle, road gauge, in a roll-on roll-off mode. It can

shuttle indifferently between a harbour, a mother ship

at sea or an unprepared shore.

The L-cAT is based on the integration of a mobile

loading platform into the hull of a catamaran. In its

raised position, the L-cAT is a catamaran that is trans-

formed into a flat bottom ship by deploying its platform

in the lowered position, for the purposes of unloading

on any beach in the absence of port facilities. 

It is intended for the landing of troops, vehicles and

equipment from the amphibious ships used by the

french Navy (BPc and TcD). Thirty metres long and 12

metres wide, it can carry a maximum payload of 80

tonnes at a speed of approximately 18 knots, while the

empty speed is 25 knots. The L-cAT can be used as a

relay for a large amphibious vessel during crisis opera-

tions, whether sailing on its own or as a relay from a

secure ship in the open seas. It allows for quick deploy-

ment of heavy equipment during humanitarian opera-

tions like population rescue after natural catastrophes,

recovery of isolated nationals and transfer of public

works equipment. 
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Landing Catamaran
It can shuttle indifferently between a harbour, a mother ship at sea or an unprepared shore

identification system (AIS) and regional maritime Security

Initiative (rmSI). c-TPAT is a voluntary compliance pro-

gramme for companies to improve the security of their cor-

porate supply chains. efforts are on for countries around

the world to implement and enforce the International Ship

and Port facility Security code (ISPS code), an agreement

of 148 countries that are members of the International mar-

itime Organisation (ImO). Pilot initiatives have been taken

by companies in the private sector to track and monitor

the integrity of cargo containers moving around the world

using technologies such as radio frequency identification

(rfID) and global positioning system (GPS).

The ISPS code is a code agreed between the signatories

of the 1974 International convention for the Safety of Life

at Sea (SOLAS) on minimum security arrangements for

ships, ports and coast Guard agencies. The measures

agreed under the code were brought into force on July 1,

2004. The code does not specify specific measures that each

port and ship must take to ensure the safety of the facility

against terrorism because of the many different types and

sizes of these facilities. Instead, it outlines a standardised,

consistent framework for evaluating risk, enabling govern-

ments to offset changes in threat with changes in vulnera-

bility for ships and port facilities. for ships, the framework

includes requirements of ship security plans, ship security

officers, company security officers and specific onboard

equipment. for port facilities, the requirements include port

facility security plans, port facility security officers and spe-

cific security equipment. In addition, the requirements for

ships and port facilities include monitoring and controlling

access, monitoring the activities of people and cargo and

ensuring security communications are readily available. AIS

is used by ships and vessel traffic systems (VTS), principally

for identification of vessels at sea. 

India-China Maritime Security Cooperation 
china’s presence in the Indian Ocean is going to expand

over the years. It is not without reason that china has gone

in for port construction and other development projects in

Pakistan, myanmar, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, maldives, and

Seychelles, etc. With commissioning of an aircraft carrier

in the near future and expansion of existing formidable

fleet of submarines, china can be expected to increase

activities in the IOr including protecting its SLOcs. con-

siderable scope exists for India-china maritime security

cooperation. This should include security of SLOcs, coop-

eration against terrorism (piracy, maritime, narcotics), gun

running, intelligence sharing, sharing of technology (like

for establishing Harbour Protection System), environment

and oil related disasters, and joint initiatives to channelise

global efforts to address prevailing maritime disorder. In

addition, frequency of joint exercises between People’s Lib-

eration Army and Indian Navies should be increased and

made more periodic. 

India and china can take joint initiatives in proposing

measures for improving global management of maritime

security. They are as follows: 

l Setting up of an International maritime Governance

Organisation (ImGO), establishment of which (encom-

passing existing ImO) can help fill the void of lack of

multilateral approach in combating prevailing mar-

itime disorder.

l Setting up of interlinked Joint maritime centres (Jmcs)

comprising regional Navies and coast Guards at

important ports near strategic choke points to enable

rapid and coordinated responses to smuggling, piracy,

humanitarian disasters, illegal migration, environmen-

tal incidents, search-and-rescue operations and intel-

ligence sharing.

Setting up of Oil Spill response centre required to com-

bat hazards of oil spills and also comprising regional

Navies and coast Guards with powers to inspect oil

tankers, as Turkey, Italy, and france have implemented in

some of their ports. These centres could function under

Jmcs for better coordination and management. 

Strategic Partnership
Global maritime security is in considerable disorder. The solu-

tion lies across the board cooperation particularly by all states

having maritime frontiers. The required initiatives should be

spearheaded by countries like India, china and Japan that

depend heavily on the seas for trade and energy require-

ments. India-china maritime cooperation and resolution of

the border issue can usher in a strategic partnership.  

‘Whoever controls the Indian Ocean, will

dominate Asia’

—Admiral Alfred Thayer Mahan
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INDIA AND RUSSIA TO STEP UP 
DEFENCE TIES

On October 4, 2011, India and russia held

their annual meeting to review defence ties

in moscow and expressed “readiness to take

all necessary measures to further expand

cooperation on a mutually beneficial basis”.

In a protocol signed after the eleventh

meeting of the India-russia Inter-Govern-

mental commission on military Technical,

co-chaired by Defence minister A.K. Antony

and his russian counterpart A.e.

Serdyukov, the two sides noted with satis-

faction that during the period under review

various diligent steps have been taken ”to

deepen interaction in the development of

defense technologies, modernisation of mil-

itary equipment and joint manufacture of

military-purpose products.” “Such coopera-

tion involves the strengthening of interac-

tions between the armed forces, defense

industry enterprises and research agencies

of the two countries,” the protocol noted. 

Speaking at the meeting, Antony said

India-russia defence relationship has

grown both in content and scope over the

years. He said that India highly values the

time tested, strong and multi-faceted rela-

tionship with russia. Listing some of the

projects where both sides have put in years

of effort to bring success, Antony said, “The

project for joint development and produc-

tion of the fifth generation fighter aircraft,

Brahmos missile system, licensed produc-

tion in India of T-90 tanks and SU-30 mKI

aircraft are proud examples of our strong

relationship. We are sure that the success

of these projects would be models for the

implementation of several other projects of

mutual interest,” he said. referring to

planned delivery of aircraft carrier INS

Vikramaditya, Antony said, “We are keenly

awaiting the induction of the aircraft carrier

into the Indian Navy. This project has

attracted considerable public attention in

India. We hope that the induction will take

place, on schedule, by end 2012. We also

hope that all activities on the miG-29K are

completed to achieve synchronisation with

the aircraft carrier.” Nevertheless, Antony

drew the attention of the russian side to

the vexing issue of delayed export clear-

ances for vital repair equipment for already

contracted weapons systems. This has been

affecting supplies of defence equipment

and spares. The russian side assured the

Indian side that the matter was receiving

attention at the highest levels in the russ-

ian Government and efforts would be made

to institutionalise measures to avoid such

delays in future. 

In his address, the russian Defence min-

ister Serdyukov described India-russia

defence ties as a “stable and promising rela-

tionship”. During the discussion, the russ-

ian side spoke about their views on offsets.

The Indian side informed that the Indian

offset guidelines are at present under revi-

sion. regional security situation was also

discussed. Visibly happy at the outcome,

Antony informed, “Distinct improvements

have taken place in the pace of progress of

mane critical projects in the last one year.” 

RADARS SOON TO MONITOR INDIA’S
COASTLINE
At the 30th Annual coast Guard command-

ers’ conference, Defence minister A.K.

Antony said that all efforts are being made

to secure the country’s vast coastline with

a network of radars and that the project has

been taken up on priority basis. forty six

chain of static sensors atop the lighthouses

along our coastline. Once the coastal secu-

rity network system is in place, it will surely

boost our real time maritime domain aware-

ness; 36 such radars will be installed in the

mainland in the first phase that would be

completed by 2012.

MODERNISATION OF COAST GUARD

While addressing the 30th Annual coast

Guard commanders’ conference, Defence

minister A.K. Antony said that though the

coast Guard might be youngest of the

forces under the Defence ministry, it is the

fastest growing force. On the infrastructure

front, the establishment of District Head-

quarters at Kavaratti and commissioning of

three stations at minicoy, ratnagiri and

mundra has taken place since last year. The

total number of coast Guard stations now

stands at 31. There are plans to establish

regional Headquarters (Northeast), along

with a station at Kolkata. Three more sta-

tions at Dahanu, Androth and Krishnapat-

nam are planned to be established soon. On

the aviation front, there is a need to estab-

lish more air stations and air enclaves on a

priority basis. At least 156 boats are being

built at various shipyards, both public and

private, while the coast Guard will get 12

more Dornier aircraft soon. He further

assured that the manpower needs of the

coast Guard were also being simultane-

ously met and since 2009, the government

has sanctioned more than 4,300 posts.

LCA TEJAS (NAVy) MAKES FIRST ENGINE
GROUND RUN 

The dream of the country’s first indigenous

effort to build a carrier borne naval fighter

aircraft got a fillip with the crossing of

another significant milestone of the first

engine ground run (eGr) in Bangalore on

September 26, 2011, of first LcA (Navy)

prototype NP1. The first eGr of NP1 aircraft

was conducted with the  primary objective

of checking aircraft to engine integration

and activation of the various systems like

flight control, hydraulics, fuel, electric,

avionics, etc, which was successfully

achieved. The aircraft will now go through

a phase of refinements based on feedback

identified during the course of the build up

and also observed during the eGr, followed

by a series of final integration checks and

taxi trials before its maiden flight.

INDIAN NAVy ORDERS 8 AMPHIBIOUS
ASSAULT VESSELS 
The Indian Navy has signed a contract with

Garden reach Shipbuilders and engineers

Limited, Kolkota, for construction of eight

landing craft utility (LcU) at the cost of

`2,100 crore (about $0.42 billion). The first

ship is to be delivered in 35 months. The

800-tonne LcU is propelled by two diesel

engines and can carry main battle tanks and

personnel in various combinations.

BOEING P-8I AIRCRAFT COMPLETES
FIRST FLIGHT

Boeing’s first P-8I aircraft for the Indian

Navy has completed its initial flight by tak-

ing off from renton field and landing at

Boeing field in Seattle, two hours and 31

minutes later. During the flight, Boeing test

pilots performed airborne systems checks

including engine accelerations and deceler-

ations and autopilot flight modes, and took

the P-8I to a maximum altitude of 41,000

feet prior to landing. In the coming weeks,

Boeing will begin mission systems installa-

tion and checkout work on the aircraft at a

company facility near Boeing field. “The P-

8I programme is progressing well and we

are looking forward to this potent platform

joining the Indian Navy as part of its fleet,”

said rear Admiral D.m. Sudan, Assistant

chief of Naval Staff (Air), Indian Navy.” The

P-8I will provide India with the necessary

speed and reliability to satisfy the Indian

Navy’s maritime reconnaissance and anti-

News in Brief

NAVAL COMMANDERS’ CONFERENCE
Addressing the senior officers of the Indian Navy and the ministry

of Defence (moD) at the inauguration of the biannual Naval com-

manders’ conference, Defence minister A.K. Antony assured

India’s maritime neighbours of the country’s “unstinted support

for their security and economic prosperity”. He added that the

Indian Navy has been “mandated to be a net security provider to

island nations in the Indian Ocean region”. He said, “most of the

major international shipping lanes are located along our island

territories. This bestows on us the ability to be a potent and sta-

bilising force in the region.” While acknowledging the benefits of

conducting several exercises in the South china Sea, east china

Sea and the Western Pacific, Antony also brought out the need to

maintain a balance between the various responsibilities of the

Indian Navy and stated, “Although reaching out to our extended

neighbourhood is important, you must always be mindful of the

core area of your responsibility that mainly includes preserving

and strengthening our shorelines and coastal security.”

The Defence minister said, “We have taken several measures

to strengthen our coastal security, our maritime forces are capa-

ble of protecting our maritime frontiers. However, this should not

lead into a feeling of complacency.” He went on to state that ‘’iso-

lated incidents, which though directly did not pose a challenge to

maritime security, highlighted the need to further strengthen our

coastlines and maritime security.” Antony emphasised the need

to replicate coastal security exercises with all stakeholders “as

frequently as possible.” 

The Defence minister spoke on other issues and challenges

that the Indian Navy faces. Describing piracy as a continuing

cause of major concern, Antony acknowledged the proactive

efforts of the Indian Navy but noted that “the international com-

munity as a whole needs to do a lot more collectively”.

Antony observed that the modernisation of the Navy was going

apace. He however, pointed out that indigenous shipyards must

“develop and expand rapidly, as well as adopt latest best prac-

tices”. Saying that the navy has been making satisfactory progress

in indigenisation efforts, Antony said that such efforts must not

only be continued but also accelerated. Talking about infrastruc-

ture development, Antony said that the development of infrastruc-

ture in the island territories must be pursued in synergy with other

stakeholders. He also stated that Phase II of the Karwar project

must be pursued vigorously. chief of the Naval Staff Admiral Nir-

mal Verma, Defence Secretary Shashikant Sharma and other senior

officers of the Indian Navy and moD were also present. 
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submarine warfare requirements,” said

Dinesh Keskar, Boeing India President.

Based on the Boeing Next-Generation 737

commercial airplane, the P-8I is the Indian

Navy variant of the P-8A Poseidon that Boe-

ing is developing for the US Navy.

INS SHAKTI COMMISSIONED

INS Shakti, the second of the two fleet

Tankers built by fincantieri Shipyard for

the Indian Navy, was commissioned on

October 1, 2011, by the chief of the Naval

Staff, Admiral Nirmal Verma, at the Naval

Dockyard, Visakhapatnam. following the

inaugural and keynote addresses delivered

by corrado Antonini, President, fincantieri

Shipyard and Vice Admiral Anup Singh,

flag Officer commanding-in-chief, eastern

Naval command, captain ravi malhotra,

commanding Officer INS Shakti, read out

the commissioning warrant. following the

colours ceremony, the chief guest unveiled

the ships plaque and the Post master Gen-

eral Visakhapatnam chandra Prakash

released the special cover on behalf of

Indian Post and Telegraph Department,

commemorating the commissioning of INS

Shakti. Addressing the gathering onboard

Shakti, the chief of the Naval Staff congrat-

ulated the fincantieri Shipyard and Indian

PSUs like Bharat electronics, HAL and a host

of small-scale industries and sub-contrac-

tors who have contributed in building this

fine ship. He said that the induction of

Shakti signifies a new era of modern world

class state-of-the-art technologies for the

Indian Navy as well as an important leap for

the Indian Navy as the ship enhances the

influence of the Navy. 

FLOOD RELIEF OPERATIONS IN ORISSA

In quick response to a call from Govern-

ment of Orissa, eastern Naval command

launched relief operations during the

recent wide spread floods, wherein units of

the command were pressed into service.

Utility helicopters were flown for over four

days distributing over 25 tonnes of food

packages to the marooned population. INS

Airavat, amphibious vessel along with inte-

gral search and rescue chetak helicopters

and divers were also deployed off the

coastal town of Paradip. Two UH3H from

INAS 350, Visakhapatnam were also posi-

tioned at Bhubaneswar airport and carried

out airdrop sorties in Puri, Jagatsinghpur,

Kendrapara, cuttack, Nayagarh areas. 

INDIAN NAVAL SHIP THWARTS PIRACy
ATTEMPTS THRICE
The bold and brave actions of INS Sukanya

have prevented piracy attempts on three

separate occasions between September 20

and 24, 2011. The ship was deployed in Gulf

of Aden to escort merchant ships safely

through the high risk piracy area. With the

receding monsoon the incidence of piracy

are on increase. In two separate incidents,

high speed boats (skiffs) used by the pirates,

made threatening approaches towards the

vessels escorted by INS Sukanya. Although it

was dark, the alert crew of Sukanya still

detected the approaching skiff and warned

the approaching skiffs on radio to stay clear.

When the boats did not heed to the radio

warnings, Sukanya launched her own high

speed boats with marine commandos to

investigate the skiffs. The ship’s armed hel-

icopter was also launched to protect the ves-

sel in the escort group. 

JAPANESE NAVy SHIPS CALL AT KOCHI 

JDS Takanami and JDS Ohnami, two destroy-

ers of Japanese maritime Self Defence force

(JmSDf), called at Kochi for a brief stopover

on their way for anti piracy deployment in

the Gulf of Aden. captain Takaki mizuma

commander escort Division Six is the Senior

Officer embarked. INS Nireekshak from

Southern Naval command welcomed the vis-

iting ships at the entrance to Kochi harbor.

Officials from Southern Naval command

along with the Southern Naval command

band attended the reception arranged for

the ships at their berth in Kochi harbour.

colonel Nobutaka mikasa, Defence Attaché

of Japan to India, and the consulate officials

from chennai were present. The commander

escort Division Six and other senior mem-

bers of the delegation called on rear Admiral

Sudarshan Shrikhande, chief of Staff South-

ern Naval command. mutual visits between

the two navies and professional exchanges

on topics of mutual interest were conducted. 

DDG 51 CLASS SHIP CONSTRUCTION
The US Navy has awarded General Dynamics-

Bath Iron Works (BIW) and Huntington

Ingalls Industries (HII) each a fixed-price

incentive contract for the design and 

construction of a DDG 51 class ship. BIW 

was awarded a $679,600,348 fixed-price-

incentive contract for DDG 115 construction.

As the low-cost bidder in the limited compe-

tition between these shipbuilders, BIW is also

being awarded an option for a second ship,

DDG 116, pending congressional authorisa-

tion and appropriation. The US Government

utilised a competitive allocation strategy for

the fiscal year 2011 and fiscal year 2012 DDG

51 class ships used on the programme since

1996 called profit related to offers, or PrO.

This strategy utilises fixed price incentive

firm target contracts with priced options to

ensure reasonable prices. 

EMALS LAUNCHES E-2D ADVANCED
HAWKEyE

The US Navy’s electromagnetic aircraft

launch system (emALS) test team has

launched an e-2D Advanced Hawkeye at the

full-size shipboard-representative test site.

emALS is the launch system of choice for all

future ford-class aircraft carriers beginning

with the Gerald r. ford (cVN 78).The mis-

sion and function of emALS remains the

same as traditional steam catapult; how-

ever, it employs entirely different technolo-

gies. emALS uses stored kinetic energy and

solid-state electrical power conversion. This

technology permits a high degree of com-

puter control, monitoring and automation.

The system will also provide the capability

for launching all current and future carrier

air wing platforms—lightweight unmanned

to heavy strike fighters. The e-2D provides

broad-area coverage resulting in a wider

range of capabilities and an enhanced abil-

ity to work in the littoral and over land. In

addition to testing the e-2D as part of the

ongoing aircraft compatibility test phase,

the emALS programme has also launched

the f/A-18e Super Hornet, T-45 Goshawk

and c-2A Greyhound, with 63 to 65

launches planned for each aircraft type.

GD TO CONSTRUCT 2 ZUMWALT-CLASS
DDG-1000 DESTROyERS
The US Navy has awarded General Dynam-

ics Bath Iron Works a $1.8 billion contract

for the construction of DDG 1001 and DDG

1002, the next two ships in the Zumwalt-

class programme. DDG 1001 is scheduled

to be delivered in December 2015 and DDG

1002 is scheduled to be delivered in febru-

ary 2018. The first ship in the class, DDG-

1000, is over 50 per cent complete and is

scheduled to be delivered in 2014. The

DDG-1000 Zumwalt-class destroyer is the

US Navy’s next-generation, guided-missile

naval destroyer.

 APPOINTMENT

Vice Admiral Anil chopra has been

appointed as the Flag Officer Commanding

in Chief, Eastern Naval Command. He will

take over on October 31, 2011, on the retire-

ment of Vice Admiral Anup Singh.  

7-9 November

Maritime Homeland Security Summit

Town and country resort, San Diego,

cA, USA

www.maritimehssummit.com/Event.a

spx?id=557640

14-16 November

MAST Americas

marriott Wardman Park, Washington

Dc, USA

www.mastamericas.com

28-30 November

Maritime Lifecycle Management, Maintenance

and Repair 

Sheraton Park Lane, Piccadilly, London 

www.iqpc.com/Event.aspx?id=566902

29-30 November

Coastal Surveillance 2011

Orchard Hotel, Singapore

www.coastalsurveillancemda.com

29 November-2 December 

Marintec China 2011

Shanghai New International expo

centre, Shanghai, Prc

www.marintecchina.com

6-10 December

Langkawi International Maritime and 

Aerospace Exhibition 

mahsuri International exhibition 

centre, Langkawi, malaysia

www.lima.com.my

>> SHOW CALENDAR
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